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CHAMP Business Licht ... 
for lighting applications  
in indoor and outdoor use 

If you plan, design, set accents or simply redecorate, 
CHAMP Business Licht offers you the right light for 
practically any requirement. Due to the decades  
of experience in the production of lights which  
are made exclusively in our own manufactury,  
the customers do not only benefit from the  
quality but also from our flexibility.

As a medium-sized company, CHAMP Business 
Licht does not only produce for the market but 
especially for the customers. 

Made in Germany 
If someday you don‘t find the lamp you want in 
the standard program of CHAMP Business Licht, 
we will customize ”your“ lamp from a relatively 
small number on. Our focus is on decorative light, 
STEPLITE® (stair lighting), in-ground lamps, starry 
skies, LED luminaires and linear light - for indoor  
and outdoor applications.



CLIPLIGHT® is the smallest low  
voltage rail system for LED-,   
XENON- and Halogen-lights  
on the world market. 

All Cliplight lamps can clipped  
onto the rail at a random place. 
E.g. as indirect ceiling lighting,  
ambient light and showcase  
lighting

CLiPLiGHT®-System





ln-ground lights



The marking and effect lights  
of CHAMP Business Licht can  

secure or/and guide. Use them 
to mark paths, to light squares, 

driveways or in public  
buildings.

You can choose between 
LED lights, XENON or fiber 
optics to meet your in-
stallation requirements.



Stair Lighting

After all this time they still 
never fail to impress with their 
functionality, unobtrusive 
design and long service life.  
And the chief attraction –  
the lights are clearly seen  
from above and of course  
from below, already before  
you reach the stairs.  
That’s called safety.





Linear Light
lf in furnitures as an emphasizing, 
illuminating element, ... in airports, 
exhibition halls or public buildings 
as a marking and guiding light.  
The new and proven products  
of CHAMP Business Licht in the  
domain Linear Light can be used  
for a wide range of applications.





Starry Skies



lf in a theater, on stage, on  
the ceiling of an elevator  
or over the beds of children.



LED-Luminaires



Lights to set highlights, for 
illumination applications like 
shelf and showcase lighting, 
trick fountains, displays, ad signs, 
path markers and many other 
applications in which these small, 
decorative and energy-saving 
lighting elements with a long  
service life are needed.



Additional equipment
In this category you’ll find a  
big assortment of accessoires  
for our light-solutions. 

Power supplies

Transformers



Controller

Dimmer

Profiles

Cable System IP 67



Made in Germany
Our in-house production increases 
the flexibility and gives us the possi-
bility to produce customized lamps 
beyond the standard range from a 
relatively small number on.

The intensive final check, which  
all our products have to undergo  
before shipment, is reflected in a  
nearly unquantifiable error rate.





Detailed informations, more  
photos and the price-list you  
find at our website:

www.champ-licht.com
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